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17: Washing Soda Stalactites

Rain water soaks through limestone rocks to make a solution of calcium
bicarbonate. When this solution drips through cracks in the roof of a cave, the water
evaporates and hard lime stalactites form. Real stalactites take thousands of years to
form, but you can grow washing soda stalactites in less than a week.

What you will need

250 g sodium carbonate (washing soda) (irritant)
two tall glass jars
400 cm3 measuring cylinder or beaker
a dish (or a plastic container like an ice-cream tub)
glass rod
string and scissors
a kitchen cloth (J cloth or similar)
spatula
warm water eye protection

What you do

1 Place the two tall jars 15-20 cm apart and place the dish between them.

2 Make a rope by twisting the kitchen cloth tightly and tying string round both ends
and the middle. (The cloth will untwist a little after tying, but that does not
matter.) Trim the centre string so both ends hang down about 3 cm.

3 Fill each glass jar with about 400 cm3 warm water and keep adding washing
soda with a spatula and stirring with a glass rod until no more will dissolve. The
amount you use will depend on the temperature of the water, but should be about
125 g per 400 cm3.

4 Place each end of the twisted kitchen cloth into one of the glass jars, making sure
the tied ends reach down to the bottom of the jars. Adjust the space between the
jars so that the kitchen cloth rope hangs down just slightly, as in the diagram.

5 Leave the jars in a cool place for 4-5 days. As the saturated solution soaks along
the cloth and drips down from the centre string, stalactites will form. You may
also get stalagmites forming in the bowl.

6 Wash your hands.

Eye protection must be worn.
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